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Tuesday, February 23, 2010 619ain contact with a large thermodynamic reservoir (a giant unilamellar vesicle).
This finding is consistent with analytical theories as well as molecular dynam-
ics simulations and indicates that lipid sorting needs to be amplified by coop-
erative interactions, as is indeed observed in vesicles composed of ternary lipid
mixtures. Two regimes of cooperatively amplified curvature demixing are dis-
tinguished: a) the sorting in the weak segregation limit in compositions near
a demixing phase boundary and b) the sorting in the strong segregation limit,
deep in the coexistence region. We will describe both regimes by means of ther-
modynamic models and also discuss dynamic aspects of curvature sorting.
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Spatial Organization and the Mechanics of Signal Transduction in Cell
Membranes
Jay Groves.
Univ California Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA.
Signal transduction in living cells is carried out through cascades of chemical
reactions, which generally begin on the cell membrane surface. In recent years,
there has been growing realization that the large-scale spatial arrangement of
cell surface receptors can regulate the outcome of ensuing signal transduction
process. Signaling through the T cell receptor (TCR) in the context of the im-
munological synapse provides a case in point. Spatial reorganization of TCRs
occurs on multiple length-scales, and apparently with multiple purposes, during
antigen recognition by T cells. The cell membrane and cytoskeleton, working
as an inseparable unit in this case, create the mechanical framework within
which TCR signaling processes occur. To better study these phenomena,
a new experimental strategy, in which the spatial positions of cell membrane
receptors are directly manipulated through mechanical means, has emerged.
By physically inducing a ‘spatial mutation’ of the signaling apparatus, the
role of spatial organization in signal transduction as well as the mechanisms
by which it arises can be illuminated. Specific applications of this strategy to
TCR signaling and other cell-cell signaling systems will be discussed.
Workshop 5: Superresolution: Imaging and
Probes
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Superresolution techniques such as photoactivated localization microscopy
(PALM) enable the imaging of fluorescent protein chimeras to reveal the orga-
nization of genetically-expressed proteins on the nanoscale with a density of
molecules high enough to provide structural context. Here, various new appli-
cations of this recent technology will be discussed. One application involves
dual-color PALM imaging of PA-GFP and PAmCherry fused to different pro-
teins-of-interest. Imaging is performed using low level 405 nm laser for simul-
taneous activation of the two chimeras followed by sequential collection of
488-nm excited PA-GFP and 561-nm excited PA-mCherry single molecule
fluorescence. Using dual-color PALM imaging, we show the fine architecture
and molecular specification of the ER-Golgi interface and the midbody during
cytokinesis. Another approach combines the techniques of PALM and single
particle tracking to resolve the dynamics of individual molecules by tracking
them in live cells. Called single particle tracking PALM (sptPALM), the tech-
nique involves activating, localizing and bleaching many subsets of photoacti-
vatated fluorescent protein chimeras in live cells. By obtaining spatially-re-
solved maps of single molecule motions through sptPALM, we explore the
behavior of proteins embedded in the plasma membrane and characterize the
directed motions of actin molecules at the cell cortex. Examples such as these
will be presented to illustrate the value of PALM-based super-resolution imag-
ing in providing quantitative insights into protein organization and dynamics at
the nanoscale.
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iPALM: 3D Optical Imaging of Protein Locations at the Nanometer Level
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Accurate determination of protein locations in 3D gives insight to cellular or-
ganization on the molecular scale. Here we describe a single photon, simulta-
neous multi-phase interferometric technique, providing 10-nm vertical locali-
zation. When combined with photoactivated localization microscopy PALM
which can provide molecular coordinate based 2D resolution, a new technique
termed iPALM resolves 3D molecular coordinates of individual fluorescent
protein-tagged proteins with sub-20 nm resolution. The excellent photonsensitivity enables it to maintain these high resolution standards with the less
bright but biologically preferable endogeously labeled fluorescent proteins.
This technique is applied to plasma membranes, microtubules, endoplasmic
reticulum, and focal adhesions. In the focal adhesions several protein specific
layers can be characterized with < 4 nm reproducibiliy using iPALM.
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Structured Illumination and Image Inversion Interferometry
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An overview of recent advances in high resolution fluorescence microscopy
will be given.
In structured illumination the sample is illuminated with a number of different
patterns of light. In our case this is a series of sinusoidal grids at different grid po-
sitions and orientations generated by a programmable spatial light modulator or
a physical phase grating. Experimental datasets acquired under these conditions
and reconstructed results from these data, demonstrating a resolution improve-
ment of up to a factor of two over standard widefield microscopy are presented.
The non-linear approach of saturating optical transitions (for structured illumi-
nation as well as beam-scanning approaches) has a great potential especially in
combination with photo-switchable dyes such as the recently described IrisFP
protein from Ulrich Nienhaus’group or the Cy3-Alexa647 system used in Xiao-
wei Zhuang’s group. An interesting approach is to push molecules into dark
states in a patterned way shortly before imaging and exploiting the saturation
of this transition.
Finally a method will be presented in which the emitted fluorescence of a con-
focal microscope passes through two separate paths. These paths are interfero-
metrically recombined in such a way that the images undergo a mutual rotation
of 180 degrees. The self-interference of the fluorescent light is only construc-
tive, if it originated from the optical axis of the scanning laser beam, thus lead-
ing to an efficient detection of a high resolution fluorescence images.
K. Wicker, S. Sindbert, R. Heintzmann, Characterisation of resolution enhanc-
ing image inversion interferometers, Optics Express 17, 15491-15501, 2009
L. Hirvonen, K. Wicker., O. Mandula and R. Heintzmann, Structured illumina-
tion microscopy of a living cell, Europ. Biophys. J. 38, 807-812, 2009
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Cholesterol-assisted lipid interactions such as the integration into lipid nanodo-
mains (‘rafts’) are considered to play a functional part in a whole range of mem-
brane-associated processes, but their direct and non-invasive observation in
living cells is impeded by the resolution limit of >200nm of a conventional
far-field optical microscope. We report the detection of single diffusing lipid
molecules in nanosized areas in the plasma membrane of living cells using
the superior spatial resolution of stimulated emission depletion (STED) far-
field nanoscopy. Combining a (tunable) resolution of down to 30 nm with tools
such as fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) or other single-molecule
techniques, we obtain new details of molecular membrane dynamics. For ex-
ample, unlike phosphoglycerolipids, sphingolipids or ‘raft’-associated proteins
are transiently (~ 10 ms) trapped on the nanoscale in cholesterol-mediated
molecular complexes.
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High-Contrast Fluorescence Imaging Using new Optical Switches and
Optical Lock-in Detection Imaging Microscopy
Gerard Marriott.
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We have developed a new microscope imaging technique to isolate specific
fluorescence signals from background signals by using lock-in detection of
the modulated fluorescence of a unique class of optical probe. This optical
lock-in detection (OLID) approach involves modulating the fluorescence
emission of an optical switch probe through defined optical manipulation
of its fluorescent and non-fluorescent states - a digital lock-in detection
method is employed to isolate the modulated signal of interest from non-
modulated signals in the sample, such as conventional fluorescent
probes and natural fluorophores. I will discuss the spectroscopic and photo-
chemical properties of several new synthetic and genetically-encoded opti-
cal switches and illustrate their applications in high contrast (OLID) imag-
ing studies of specific structures and proteins in cultured cells and in living
organisms.
